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F OR E WOR D

W

hen you tell someone you are a runner, two questions immediately
follow: “What is your mile time?” and “Have you run the marathon?”
The mile and the marathon are the events in distance running that
matter the most; they are running’s “sexy” events.
The mile is the perfect short story: every detail matters and there’s not a
second to waste. You come off the start line at a hot pace and keep that rhythm
high as lactic acid builds in your muscles and sears your lungs. It’s four perfect laps of suffering that are over in an instant. As a young runner, the mile
captured my heart. The speed, the burn, the pain that happened over the distance made me feel alive.
I spent much of my early running career hanging on to the idea that I
was made for speed. I looked at longer distances as a cop-out of “real” racing.
Longer distances were the polar opposite of feeling alive: they were hours
of slow running where you battled off a long, slow death. Not for me, I had
decided.
The marathon is a completely different beast from the short story that happens on the track. It’s an epic tale that unfolds over thousands of pages. It
should come as no surprise that the origin story of the marathon comes from
a Greek legend; the event is rooted in allure and history. Legend has it that
Pheidippides ran the roughly t wenty-five-mile route from Marathon to Athens
to announce the Greek victory over the invading Persian army. Upon reaching
the Athenian agora, Pheidippides announced, “Rejoice! We conquer,” then
promptly died from exhaustion. Naturally, this has become something that we
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mortals feel we must replicate and put to the test. Can we perform such an
amazing feat? Can we master the marathon?
After departing college and spending those years as a track runner, trying
to master the art of speed, I finally gave in to the challenge of the marathon.
Feeling alive on the track had been fun, but who wouldn’t want to write their
own epic tale of how they fended off death by exhaustion? The idea of pouring
all my energy into 26.2 miles of road stretched out in front of me seemed simultaneously daunting and thrilling. There’s so much distance to cover. So
much to learn. So much time for everything to go wrong, or just right. This
was a chance to learn an entirely new sport.
I signed up for my first marathon in the spring of 2007, and I buried myself
in the training. I strung together weeks, and then months, of the highest
mileage of my life. I conquered twenty-mile-long runs for the first time. I
learned about cumulative fatigue. I prepared my mind. I trained my gut because in the marathon, that’s a thing that needs to be trained, too—who
knew?
I lined up for the 2007 Boston Marathon in nor’easter conditions, feeling
like I had prepared for everything that the event could possibly throw my way.
Boy, was I wrong. I battled through the conditions and competed with some
of the best runners in the country and the world and finished a respectable
eighteenth place. I loved every second of the race, and as it was unfolding, I
knew that as prepared as I thought I was, I had only scratched the surface of
understanding the event. I crossed the finish line and I was hooked. It took
me only one run over the fabled 26.2‑mile distance to realize: track running
can make you feel alive, but the marathon can transform your life.
The puzzle of the marathon has kept me coming back to it for years. In the
process of trying to put together my perfect race, I’ve managed to run myself
onto two U.S. Olympic marathon teams, finish in the top five at nine Abbott
World Marathon Majors races, and even win the Boston Marathon in some of
the worst racing conditions in the history of the sport. You might think I have
the whole distance figured out, but I don’t. In fact, every time I complete a
training block and finish a race, I’m taken aback by all the new things I’ve
learned and what I still haven’t gotten just right.
The deeper I get into the marathon training game, the more I realize that
nailing the details can make or break your experience. The marathon is chess,
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not checkers. If we’re fine-tuning details, shouldn’t we have a resource that is
tailor-made for women’s specific needs? After all, as environmental exercise
physiologist and nutrition scientist Dr. Stacy Sims says, “Women are not small
men.” Having Master the Marathon as a resource designed specifically for
women is going to help us find our proper paces, necessary fueling needs,
optimal m
 ind-set, and more by using the details in our life and physiology that
make us unique. Most important, this guide is going to provide you with the
practical tools to help you become a better version of yourself. In the following
pages you’ll encounter tips from the foremost female experts and coaches in
running. Use their wisdom and motivation as you work through your own
marathon journey and craft your own epic version of the marathon tale.

DESIREE LINDEN
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CHAPTER 1

A GUIDE , JUS T FOR YOU

S

o you want to run a marathon? What are you thinking? Do you really
want to pour every last ounce of energy you have in your reserve into a
months

long process that culminates in your sweating, crying, and
belching your way across a marathon finish line? The answer is, of course, yes.
If you’ve been there before and you’re hooked, know that I understand. If this
is your first, you’ve entered a whole new dimension of self-imposed human
suffering. And you know what? It’s amazing.
During this process, you’ll get input from a variety of people. Your friends,
your colleagues, your great aunt Norma—people who have hardly walked
outside to take their trash out, let alone run a m
 arathon—will want to offer
unsolicited advice. They all mean well. They’ll probably also tell you that running the marathon in and of itself is an accomplishment.
Sure, I think we can all agree that running 26.2 miles is a huge athletic
achievement. But, my dear marathoners, I have a question for you. If you’re
going to dedicate months of training to a single day in your life, don’t you
want to put everything you’ve got into making it the best dang race ever?
Shouldn’t your goal be to finish knowing that you did everything in your
power to kick the marathon’s butt? Yeah, I thought so. It’s time to live up to
your truest potential. Guess what? You’re ready.
Training for 26.2 is something almost otherworldly. The process is immersive, focused, and can at times lift you out of your humanoid self and onto
a plane of the divine. At other times, you might feel stomped on, used up, and
so freaking tired. And yet you relish the agony because, despite the physical
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pain, excitement builds within you. At the end of all the work, you will line up
and run 26.2 miles. It will be hard, but it will also be spectacular.

WHY DO WE NEED A MAR ATHON TR AINING
GUIDE SPECIFICALLY FOR WOMEN?
As of 2020, only 0.5 percent of people in the U.S. could say that they have
completed a full marathon. Women represent 45.7 percent of runners within
that tiny group. This number—which shows women making up nearly half of
the marathoning p
 opulation—amazes me. Female athletes have come so far
in such a short span of time. As recently as 1966, women were forbidden to
run 26.2‑mile races. Professionals believed it was physically impossible and
dangerous for women to run anything more than a mile and a half. (One
common myth was that if women ran any farther, our uteruses would just fall
out.) But as with many other barriers women have faced over the course of
history, we fought our way in.
In 1966, Bobbi Gibb snuck onto the Boston Marathon course and became
the first woman to run the full course. When Gibb talks about running, it’s
clear that the sport always meant more to her than racing or competing. She
ran for the beauty of i t—to be at one with nature and herself. There was no ego
involved, no obsession about her times. Her idea of a good run was looking
into the distance at a mountaintop and spending the whole day running to
the summit. The Boston Marathon was the only marathon she knew about.
She lived in Massachusetts, and in 1964 she happened to see a portion of the
race while she was on her own run. When she decided to start training for it,
she didn’t know that it was only for men. Her desire to run it, at the time, was
not about making a statement or starting a movement. She admits she was
naive—in both running and the politics of sport. She ran in nurse’s shoes. She
did not have a training manual. Her boyfriend at the time would take her out
on his motorcycle and then drop her off in the middle of nowhere, and she
would joyfully run home.
By 1965, she was strong enough to run forty miles at a time. In 1966, she
wrote to the Boston Athletic Association to apply to run the marathon. Will
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Cloney, the race director, rejected her application. He wrote back to her and
said that women were not physiologically capable of running 26.2 miles and
that the rules said they were not allowed to run.
She was shocked. Of course it was possible for women to run 26.2 miles.
Bobbi continued to train, now aware that this was bigger than her and her
ambition to run the marathon.
The day of the race, her mom dropped her off at the start. She hid in the
bushes until the gun went off, then jumped into the pack. Her final time was
three hours and twenty-one minutes. On the Boston course, which is notoriously hilly and difficult, this is an incredible feat, and she finished ahead of
two thirds of the field. Bobbi set the sport free that day, though there would
be struggles for equality in the sport for years to come.
In fact, the next year, women were still not allowed to run the Boston
Marathon. Bobbi ran without a bib again. But another woman, Kathrine
Switzer, applied to run the marathon under a pseudonym, a man’s name, to
conceal her identity. She was assigned the bib number 261 and arrived at the
start proudly sporting it across her chest. Bobbi’s under-the-radar run had
gained press attention and even support from some runners, and the marathon officials turned a blind eye. But it seemed that Kathrine’s open defiance
of the rules posed a real issue for the race director, Jock Semple. He charged
out onto the racecourse and tried to rip the bib from Kathrine’s sweatshirt.
“A big man, a huge man, with bared teeth was set to pounce, and before I
could react he grabbed my shoulder and flung me back, screaming, ‘Get the
hell out of my race and give me those numbers,’ ” Switzer writes in her memoir, Marathon Woman. “Then he swiped down my front, trying to rip off my
bib number, just as I leaped backward from him.”
Another runner, a man Switzer knew, punched Semple to get him off her.
The altercation was caught on camera by journalists, who were fascinated that
a woman would even attempt to run the distance. Bobbi Gibb’s and Kathrine
Switzer’s boldness helped pave the way for female runners, but it took time.
Nowadays, female distance runners are finally getting the positive attention and respect they deserve. The elite and sub-elite women are getting faster
and faster. Many of them (who are experts you’ll find in these chapters) have
focused on what makes female runners different and used that information to
enhance their abilities.
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I want to reiterate my previous sentence: female runners are different from
male runners. For too many years, women runners have followed the men’s
playbook. Most of the popular and respected training manuals are by men.
And indeed, they are experts when it comes to how men can and should train.
But due to some of the biological differences between women and men, there
are also differences in the way that women and men run.
We have smaller hearts, which means our intake of oxygen is less than
men’s, which contributes to our (on‑average) slower speeds. While this is just
a biological d
 ifference—not an inherent fl
 aw—women can take action to
boost their aerobic capacity, and you will find a great deal of training to do so
in this book.
In terms of strength, a study in the Journal of Applied Physiology found that
men had an average of twenty-six pounds more skeletal muscle mass than
women. Women also exhibited about 40 percent less upper-body strength and
33 percent less lower-body strength, on average. Women can benefit and see
faster results when they integrate a targeted strength program into their marathon training plan.
The majority of recreational runners are heel strikers, which means our
heels are the first thing to touch the ground. Forefoot striking (landing more
in the center of your foot) is optimal. More women are heel strikers than men,
and while that doesn’t bode well for momentum, it isn’t the worst thing in the
world. But we do have to take extra care of our feet, ankles, and lower leg
muscles.
None of these things makes us worse or better r unners—we are different.
Well, wait. We are better at endurance and pacing, according to a study out of
Marquette University.
All this is to say: Women shouldn’t follow the exact same training regimen
as men. We need training programs tailored to our b
 odies—to our unique
strengths and weaknesses—so that we can avoid injuries and run at our peak.
The programming in this guide is made especially for women.
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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
My hope is that this little book will guide you through the entire marathon
process. I want to help you through the good and the bad, the hard and the
exhilarating, and then slowly but surely become your BFF. OK, but really, I
just want to inspire your running. I hope that you will feel motivated and
strong from the day you decide to run a marathon to the finish line.
With that being said, I want to talk to you about the process as a whole.
Some of you who are reading these words have never run a mile in your life.
For others, your next marathon will be your tenth or fiftieth. My advice to all
of you is the same. If you are looking to unlock the secret to running your best
race, give yourself time. This is a process that will affect your whole life and
will result in positive change, if you let it.
Never fool yourself into thinking that you’re only in this for the time leading up to the race. You’re a runner. Your journey is everlasting. Mastering the
marathon is a lifelong pursuit that you can and will achieve over and over
again at different levels. It’s a beautiful process with ups and downs, hard
weeks and off weeks. You chose this running life. Every mile you put into it
will give you something in return.
If you haven’t already, it’s time to start thinking about your training holistically. There are five elements that go into a successful marathon: running,
mentality, strength training, nutrition, and recovery.
Many athletes have the running part down. But throughout my time researching, reporting on, and participating in marathons, I have found that
most women, myself included, are not paying attention to all the other essential components. We should place equal value on these parts because they all
play a role in race-day performance. The obvious place to start, believe it or
not, isn’t running. It’s your mind.

FIRS T S TEP
When you’ve decided to run a marathon, perhaps the most important thing
you must do—before stepping out onto the road or jumping on a treadmill—is
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to ask yourself: Why? Why do I need to devote my time, body, energy, and
mind to an endeavor that is so grueling that only 1 percent of the entire human
population has put themselves through it?
I want to be real with you. If you’re a first-time marathoner, then you have
to know that this gets really hard. The training is difficult. It will consume
parts of your life. At times, no matter how fit or focused you are, you will be
tired, sore, achy, and ravenously h
 ungry—and you will still have to live your
normal life.
If you are an intermediate or advanced runner who is leveling up her time
goal, you might know just how devastating it is when something derails a
training cycle. If you’ve never suffered through pool jogging while waiting for
a shin splint to heal, then you probably can’t understand the agony and anxiety that being pulled away from a traditional running plan causes.
What I’m trying to say is that stuff happens. Life happens, pain happens,
and unless you have a really solid reason to run this marathon, the marathon
might steamroll over you.
When we talk about goals, we sometimes just think in terms of time or outcome. Newbies usually say, “I just want to cross the finish line.” Experienced
marathoners might say, “I want to run under four hours” or “I want to qualify
for Boston.” These are extrinsic goals, which are awesome! I love them—
everyone loves them! But they don’t necessarily work 100 percent of the time.
Let’s say, for example, you make it all the way to the start line and you’ve
followed all the instructions in this guide, but a thunderstorm rolls through
just as you hit mile eighteen, and the marathon organizers have to herd all the
remaining racers off the course and you can’t finish. Does that mean that you
failed? Is crossing an arbitrary line the only measure of success?
And for all of you who want to BQ,* you know how tough this is. You
know that even on the best day, with the perfect training cycle, there are myriad obstacles that could prevent you from achieving your goal. For example,
what if an unscheduled train rolled through a railway crossing and just
stopped . . . for several m
 inutes . . . in the middle of the racecourse?
* BQ stands for “Boston qualifying” t ime—it is shorthand for running a marathon time that would
qualify you for the Boston Marathon. The times are ridiculously challenging and vary by age range.
The Boston Athletic Association updates the qualifying times every few years to reflect the e ver-
improving times of marathoners.
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We all need extrinsic goals. They help us achieve our dreams and give us
much-needed ego boosts. But setting and focusing on intrinsic goals will
guide us through our training. Ideally, your intrinsic goals will be what leads
to the extrinsic accomplishment.
Here are the differences:

Extrinsic Motivation

Intrinsic Motivation

Winning

Fun

Time goals

Growth

Prizes or awards

Passion

Social praise and attention

Self-worth

If you are running for extrinsic goals exclusively, it’s hard to persist and
improve. If running is just the instrument that leads to fulfillment, and not
enjoyment in itself, then I must tell you, it will take an exhausting amount
of focus and determination to make it through an entire training period.
And at the end, even if you achieve that goal, you might feel deflated or
empty.
Some people who aspire to run a marathon will stick to their guns and do
the training because they want to challenge themselves. Others will give up
on day two because they don’t have meaningful motivation. Often what people in the latter camp are really seeking is social praise and attention, and
when they realize that running kind of sucks, especially for beginners, and
that they can’t just pick up a t welve-week marathon-training PDF and expect
to be race ready in three months, they quit.
Anyway, I bet if you’re reading this book, you already have the meaningful
motivation it takes to train and run a marathon. But you might have some
tricky extrinsic goals that could actually stand in your way instead of propelling you forward. There are a few common ones for people who sign on to run
a marathon:
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Weight loss
Charity
New Year’s resolution
Personal record (PR)

These aren’t the worst goals! But we can do better. Let’s examine each of
these goals more thoroughly.

Weight Loss
We’ll get more into weight loss in our chapter on nutrition, so for now, let’s
just say that the number on the scale is not a metric we can trust. This is an
easy one to update, though:
I’m running a marathon for weight loss. → I’m running a marathon to
become a physically and mentally healthier version of me.

Charity
Charity is a noble reason for running and a pretty decent why. Charity is one
of those that I could count as either an extrinsic or an intrinsic motivation,
depending on how you look at it. I mean, it is absolutely beautiful to dedicate
a race to a worthy cause and to be able to draw on that reason while you’re
grinding. But girl, that’s still your body out there on the line. Make it personal
to ensure you’re benefiting from the experience too! Yes, you’re allowed to
have multiple intrinsic goals.
I’m running a marathon for charity. → I’m dedicating a race to the ASPCA
in honor of my rescue dog Ollie. In the process, I hope to fall in love with running, mostly so I can go back to the shelter and run all the adoptable dogs
around, and then maybe bring them home.
Wait, let me try that again:
I’m running a marathon for charity and for self-discovery and passion.
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New Year’s Resolution
Do I even need to tell you about the day in February where New Year’s resolutions go to die? If you’re thinking you are going to start a training cycle right
after the holidays, when most of the United States is covered in ice and when
your local gym is crammed with people, then you better hope you can identify a couple more intrinsic motivators, because otherwise that dream will be
long gone.
I’m running a marathon because it’s my New Year’s resolution. → I’m running a marathon to find inner strength! I want to get healthier and stronger!

Personal Record (PR)
Running a personal record (PR), sometimes called a personal best (PB),
means that you have bested every race time you have run before. Now, this
one is really tricky for me, and I think that running a PR could potentially be
considered either an extrinsic or an intrinsic goal, because it’s about becoming a better version of yourself and growing. But to set this as an intrinsic
goal, you need to know yourself well. Can you look beyond the end result to
find joy in the process? Then fine, you’re basically self-actualized. Your less-
evolved sisters struggling with perfectionism are just over here envying you.
If you’re a tad less progressed, then let’s shift that PR goal.
I’m running a marathon to set a PR. → I’m running a marathon to improve my running, strengthen my running weaknesses, finish a race feeling
fresh and energized.
It’s not that hard to find internal motivations, but it’s crucial to do so before you even think about registering for a race. That’s because when your
alarm rings to rouse you from your slumber at five forty-five on a cold autumn morning and you know you’re facing an e ighteen-miler, and it’s late
into your training cycle right in the not‑so‑sweet spot where you’re hitting
about forty-five total weekly miles, so your body feels like it’s basically just a
human-shaped pile of oatmeal mush, and you finally wake up but now you’re
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struggling to put on your sports bra because your underarms are chafed, and
you can’t find your left running shoe, and so you sit down at the foot of your
bed and think about quitting, that’s when you think of your “why.” And you
realize, there is no quit in you.
Hopefully with this guide, no morning will ever suck that badly. But just
in case, find your why. Then write it on a piece of paper and tape it to the mirror where you brush your teeth in the morning.
At the beginning of a new training cycle, when I’m at the point where I
need to find my why for a particular race, I write out all the reasons I run. I
run because it gives me an incredible feeling of freedom. I run to learn something new about myself and how much I can handle every race season. I run
because I love spending time with my running friends. The list goes on. Your
list will likely give you insights into the real reasons you have for running a
marathon. Write them out here:
I run b
 ecause . . .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Intrinsic goal setting is particularly important for intermediate and advanced runners. So many of us get lost in the data of our paces, splits, and
PRs. Setting a PR is exhilarating, but it must be secondary to our true motivation for running. Those numbers don’t determine our self-worth. Only when
we set aside the external will our egos be quiet and calm enough to let our
bodies perform at their respective peaks.
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